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Abstract: The present article approaches the subject of oral formulation practices
in multilingual and conversational writing interactions. Within the framework of
pluriliteracy in the context of foreign language practice at university, special em-
phasis is placed on the manifestations of linguistic repairs as a mechanism, inte-
grated in sequences of interactive formulation. By analyzing extracts of an inter-
action between three students according to the method of conversation analysis
(CA), linguistic and interactional particulars of these repairs are identified, allow-
ing for a first typology of formulation procedures with embedded repair opera-
tion.

A second aim is to demonstrate in what way different languages are being
used during the formulation process. By doing so, the question of how students
draw on their plurilingual resources is discussed. The overall issue is addressed
through a theoretical framework of functional language distribution in conversa-
tional writing.

Keywords: plurilingual writing, conversational writing interaction, oral proce-
dures of formulation, linguistic repair, functional distribution of languages

Resumen: El presente artículo aborda procedimientos orales de formulación en
procesos de redacción conversacional y multilingüe. Dentro del marco de la escri-
tura plurilingüe en el contexto del aprendizaje de lenguas extranjeras en la uni-
versidad, se pone un especial énfasis en las manifestaciones de reparaciones lin-
güísticas (comomecanismo) integradas en secuencias de formulación interactiva.
Analizando extractos de una interacción entre tres estudiantes según el método
del análisis conversacional, se logra identificar las peculiaridades lingüísticas e
interaccionales de esas reparaciones, lo que permite generar una primera tipolo-
gía de procedimientos de formulación con reparación inherente.

Un segundo objetivo consiste en demostrar en qué forma se emplean difer-
entes lenguas durante el proceso de formulación, respondiendo a la pregunta de
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cómo recurren a sus recursos plurilingües los estudiantes universitarios. Esta pro-
blemática se aborda a través de un marco teórico de distribución funcional de
idiomas en la redacción conversacional.

Palabras claves: escritura plurilingüe, proceso de redacción conversacional, pro-
cedimientos orales de formulación, reparación lingüistica, distribución funcional
de idiomas

Zusammenfassung: Dieser Beitrag behandelt mündliche Verfahren der Formu-
lierung innerhalb mehrsprachiger und konversationeller Schreibinteraktionen im
Kontext von Mehrschriftlichkeit und Fremdsprachenpraxis an der Universität. Ein
besonderer Fokus wird auf Erscheinungsformen von sprachlichen Reparaturen
gelegt, die in Sequenzen interaktiven Formulierens eingebettet sind. Anhand der
konversationsanalytischen Betrachtung von Ausschnitten einer Interaktion zwi-
schen drei Studentinnen, werden sprachliche und interaktionale Merkmale dieser
Reparaturen herausgearbeitet, wodurch eine erste Typologie von Formulierung-
seinleitungen mit eingebetteter Reparatur aufgestellt werden kann.

Ein zweites Anliegen besteht darin aufzuzeigen, auf welche Weise die Inter-
aktantinnen verschiedene Sprachen während des Formulierungsprozesses ver-
wenden und somit auf ihre mehrsprachigen Ressourcen zurückgreifen. Diese Pro-
blematik wird aus einer theoretischen Perspektive funktionaler Sprachverteilung
in konversationellen Schreibinteraktionen erörtert.

Schlagworte: Mehrschriftlichkeit, konversationelle Schreibinteraktion, mün-
dliche Verfahren der Formulierung, sprachliche Reparatur, funktionale Sprach-
verteilung

1 Introduction

In the field of plurilingualism, qualitative studies on the plurilingual academic
literacy practices of university students are still lacking. The fact that plurilingu-
alism occurs not only in verbal but also in written communication has been lar-
gely neglected in academic undertakings. While it might be tempting to subsume
one form of communication under the other, multiple authors have pointed out
that writing in several languages requires different structural resources from
speaking (see Koch and Oesterreicher 1986, 2011; Maas 2008, 2010; Erfurt 2017).
Furthermore, little attention has been paid to phenomena in relation to plurilin-
gual and academic writing processes and the possible recourse to plurilingual
repertoires as opposed to cross-cultural linguistic differences on the surface of
academic writing products (Donahue 2019). In contrast, Dengscherz (2019b) pro-
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vided an extensive qualitative study and monograph on professional writing in
various languages. She raises the question, inter alia, of how plurilingual stu-
dents and scientists draw on their linguistic repertoires when drafting academic
texts – a question of high relevance for the present study as well.

This article focuses on formulation practices of plurilingual students in con-
versational writing interaction1 within the scope of academic literacy develop-
ment and learning through the use of plurilingual repertoires. For this purpose, I
present preliminary results from a qualitative case study involving students of
Romance languages at Goethe University Frankfurt. The dataset of conversational
writing interactions (n = 21) was gathered in a class I taught from 2017 to 2018,2

and includes audio recordings of the writing interactions, screen recordings of the
electronic writing processes and text products (for more information about setting
and text genre, see 3.1). The methodological framework consists of the principles
of conversation analysis (CA), with the qualitative case study focusing on linguis-
tic repair operations within formulation sequences. By analyzing passages of one
conversational writing interaction, a preliminary typology of formulation pas-
sages with embedded repairs will be developed. A higher-order objective, build-
ing on the conversation analytical results, consists of an examination of the usage
of different languages during the formulation sequences. In this context, the
question of pragmatic-functional language use will be addressed.

In section 2.1, I will refer to pertinent research on conversational writing in-
teractions in anglophone, francophone and germanophone scientific commu-
nities in order to draw upon the starting points for my own research. In addition,
in section 2.2, I will elucidate the characteristics of oral procedures for formula-
tions within the format of conversational writing interactions and, in doing so,
show how repair operations can be conceived as embedded elements of interac-
tive formulation practices. In section 2.3, I embed the use of different languages
for formulation within the spectrum of plurilingual academic writing. The analy-
sis of selected passages of a conversational writing interaction, with three student
participants – Amna, Carola and Maike3 – is at the core of section 3. After analyz-
ing the material, social and interpretative framework of the interaction, I provide
an analytical differentiation into three variants of repair operations within intro-

1 Conversational writing interaction derives from the German expression konversationelle Schrei-
binteraktion (see Hinrichs 2014) and refers to a writing format where two or more co-authors, shar-
ing a physical space, discuss and draft a text together.
2 For the didactical considerations on the seminar concept, see Stierwald (2019).
3 All names are pseudonyms.
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ductory formulation sequences. Finally, the analytical results will be discussed in
section 4, against the background of plurilingual writing practice.

2 Considerations on conversational writing
interactions

2.1 State of research

Collaborative writing represents a highly researched subject in the anglophone
scientific community. One of the first major monographs, devoted to the question
of processes, effects and implications of collaborative writing in the workplace
and classroom, is Singular texts, plural authors (1990) by Lisa Ede and Andrea
Lunsford. The authors pose the fundamental question of why people should write
together and – building on theoretical and historical deliberations on collabora-
tive and group writing, as well as on their own questionnaire-interview study –
they conclude with the injunction that writers must be able to collaborate in the
twenty-first century. A very interesting result of their survey is that people per-
ceive improved content and greater sensitivity to audiences because of the en-
larged base of knowledge and experience as major advantages of this writing
mode. Shifting attention to collaborative and group writing against a plurilingual
background, one can detect a whole body of research pertaining to collaborative
writing in L2 contexts. Storch (2011), for example, highlights that carefully de-
signed and guided collaborative writing tasks represent an optimal format for L2
language learning. Different criteria such as task type, L2 proficiency and the so-
cial relations between the interacting writers influence the efficiency of this writ-
ing format and, accordingly, of the learning effect.

Looking to the francophone scientific field, the Lyon research group, led by
Robert Bouchard, Interactions, Acquisition et Apprentissage, engages with conver-
sational writing interactions in the anthology Les processus de la redaction colla-
borative (Bouchard and Mondada 2005). Here, Apothéloz (2005) addresses the
question of how writers progress during the interactive writing process by exam-
ining techniques of reformulation in the collaborative fabrication of text. In the
German scientific landscape, the research group led by the conversation analysts
Ulrich Dausendschön-Gay, Ulrich Krafft and Elisabeth Gülich also focuses on con-
versational writing interactions, already investigating in 1992 how exolingual
writing situations between German- and French-speaking interlocutors foster the
acquisition of a foreign language. Building on that, in 1996, Dausendschön-Gay
and Krafft analyzed formulation processes in the acquisition of a foreign language
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by posing the question of how knowledge of text genre and formulation solutions
are related. Based on their observations, they categorized writing systems of inter-
active formulation processes (Krafft and Dausendschön-Gay 1999, 2000). More-
over, Faistauer (1997) examined conversational writing processes (and products)
of students in her own class of German as a foreign language at university, in
order to look for factors which contribute to more creativity and motivation in
writing, on the one hand, and an improved quality of a text product, on the other
hand. Overall, although this research has made headway in understanding how
interlocutors (of different linguistic backgrounds) organize their writing interac-
tions, it left the role of linguistic resources used in formulations unexamined.

Considering studies on conversational writing interactions in higher educa-
tion dating from this century, one can notice that they primarily take place in a
monolingual context, conceiving writing tasks and participants as being mono-
lingual (see Lehnen 2000; Hinrichs 2014).4 Moreover, when research into foreign
languages is undertaken, it usually takes place in an L2-context, which, by focus-
ing on the development of L2 literacy, has a clear orientation towards one target
language. Questions of how students’ plurilingual repertoires interact with their
academic writing within a collaborative scenario are therefore not explicitly ap-
proached in such studies. In addressing this research gap, the present study takes
a broader view on linguistic repertoires by critically discussing the actual use (or
non-use) of plurilingual resources within oral procedures of formulation.

2.2 Oral procedures of formulation within conversational
writing interactions

Lehnen and Gülich (1997) have defined the following characteristics of oral pro-
cedures regarding formulation within conversational writing interactions:
– Pauses or hesitations in the transition from conceptually oral to conceptually

literate formulations
– Change of speech rate and intonation (rhythmization)
– Meta-discursive expressions (e. g. comments on speech)
– Orientation towards norms and explicit conditions of constitution for the

common text

4 An exception is the study of Miecznikowski (2005), in which lexical problems within scientific
discussions in plurilingual settings, including conversational writing interactions, are addressed.
Plurilingual and conversational writing interactions are also a topic inMiecznikowski andMonda-
da (2001), although plurilingual features of thiswriting format are not the central focus of analysis.
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– Cooperative reference to the co-author(s) as a procedure of reassurance and a
sign of relationship work

Their focus is on L1-writing, hence, an examination of whether a multilingual con-
text reveals different or additional characteristics for formulation practices re-
mains.

Also adding to our understanding of oral procedures of formulation,
Beißwenger (2017) distinguished between oral and written resources in formula-
tion processes within conversational writing interactions. Oral or interactional re-
sources can be used in order to verbalize ad hoc alternative formulations or sup-
plements to an already written text – here referring to the present status of a writ-
ten draft at a specific point in the production process. As a result, writers perform
ad hoc repairs, which are embedded in oral formulation sequences and, therefore,
is comparable to repair in spoken language (see Mroczynski 2014). The written
resource of the already existing text helps to conceptually differentiate between
the activities of planning and formulating on the one hand, and the activities of
reading and evaluating on the other hand. Consequently, and in contrast to the
first type of repair, participants in a writing interaction can also carry out repairs
at a later stage of their writing processes while revising an already completed text
product. The present article focuses on the first type of ad hoc repair.

2.3 Plurilingual writing practices

According to the Austrian linguist and didactician Sabine Dengscherz (2019a),
plurilingualism in the context of writing can be addressed on three different le-
vels: on an individual level, writers have different language biographies and re-
spective writing experiences in the languages they have acquired and learned
throughout their lifetime. On a situative level, writers can work in various lan-
guages by, for instance, reading scientific literature in one language and writing
an academic text (based on that literature) in another language. Here, the writing
task represents a relevant factor for the use of different languages. On a product-
orientated and textual level, this plurilingual working mode can be (temporarily)
visible in the emerging text product (see Canagarajah 2011 for a study on code-
meshing in final versions of academic essays).

For the study and analysis of formulation practices with embedded repairs
within conversational writing interactions presented herein, these levels shall be
considered as intertwined. Although I primarily look at effective plurilingual
practices in writing, the students’ linguistic backgrounds, as well as the didactic
format of the seminar – specifically designed to foster plurilingual practices in
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speaking and writing – must be considered. From this, I classify the conversa-
tional writing interactions of the corpus as multilingual, even if the formulation
passages might primarily be marked by bilingual practices.5

The analysis of bi-plurilingual formulation practices is based on the notion of
functional language distribution. As Krafft and Dausendschön-Gay (1999) ob-
served in their study of students writing dyads, when sharing the same L1 (French
or German) and writing a text in the same L2 (German or French, respectively),
there is a functional language distribution6 between the two languages. While the
L2 is used to propose, correct, dictate or read through formulations, the L1 is used
as a common working language in which the participants coordinate their activ-
ities, discuss content, comment on propositions, control morphological, syntacti-
cal and semantical aspects of expressions or constructions, and debate advan-
tages and disadvantages of a procedure. This kind of functional language distri-
bution can also be observed in my data, on a macro-level. However, on a micro-
level, the picture seems to get more complex due to heterogeneous linguistic re-
pertoires, as demonstrated in section 3.3.

3 Analysis of a conversational writing interaction

3.1 Frameworks and pre-conditions

The method of linguistic conversation analysis (CA) pursues conversation theore-
tical aims by determining “the general in the specific” (Brinker and Sager 2006:
180). Regarding the present subject of examination, the intention is to detect gen-
eral principles of interactive, dialogical formulation practices. Before carrying out
the analysis of exemplary formulation passages, the frameworks and pre-condi-
tions of the conversational writing interaction – including the material base, the
social conditions of the conversation, the linguistic competences of the partici-
pants, as well as the interpretative stance of the researcher – will be defined,
following the suggestions of Brinker and Sager (2006). These preliminary consid-
erations are meaningful for further analysis and interpretation because they clar-

5 I use the term ʻmultilingualʼ to describe a situationwherein the use of multiple languages repre-
sents the frame and/or a participant’s background, whereas I employ the terms ʻplurilingualʼ and
ʻbilingualʼ for the actual writing practices (including the oral conversation about writing).
6 The term ʻfunctional language distributionʼ, while not used by the authors, representsmy desig-
nation for thepatterns of languageuse in thewritingdyads examinedbyKrafft andDausendschön-
Gay (1999).
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ify under which circumstances a conversational writing interaction has taken
place.

The material base consists of an audio recording, a screen recording and a
text product. The audio recording is considered central to the analysis, while the
screen video serves as a support function and is used selectively in order to pro-
vide an impression of the emerging text in addition to the verbal interactions of
the conversation. Concerning the social conditions, the conversation can be clas-
sified as a writing interaction between three students which took place during a
bloc session7 of a research seminar.8 The interaction partners, here referred to by
the pseudonyms Amna, Carola and Maike, had never written together, and conse-
quently, did not build upon a shared experience of cooperation. Amna took on the
role of the writer, using her own computer. The institutional frame of the seminar
favored specific interaction norms between the interlocutors, whose social roles
were that of learners in an academic, university class. As fellow students, they
acted on an eye-to-eye level and were driven by the intention to formulate an
academic text, according to their discipline’s scientific writing norms. It should
be noted that the conversational writing interaction took place in a semi-experi-
mental setting of data collection, namely, the research seminar. This format could
have had an impact on the students’ attitudes towards the writing task; their
awareness of being recorded might have prompted a disposition to putting more
effort into fulfilling the assignment than one would typically encounter under
natural conditions.

The students had to write a research proposal in French for a fictional study
on the topic of ‘ways to work with language biographies in a school class’. In pre-
paration for this assignment, they were required to master two material-based
writing tasks beforehand (principle of scaffolding9), drafting two question-guided
excerpts in French, based on scientific texts. Students were to make use of Ger-
man guidelines (as formulated by the Faculty of Educational Science at Bielefeld
University10) for their research proposals and the writing task presented at the
seminar. As a result of their conversational writing interaction, lasting approxi-

7 Date and time of thewriting interaction: 12.01.2018, 13:00-14:23.
8 See Lehnen (2003) for an implementation of writing interactions as a special learning method
within a seminar format.
9 Following the suggestions of Bean (2011), I designed assignments that led to a closed form of
thesis-governed writing, which, in this case, is the research proposal.
10 https://www.uni-bielefeld.de/erziehungswissenschaft//scs/pdf/leitfaeden/studierende/exp
ose.pdf (These guidelines can be considered as universally applicable for research proposal or ex-
poséwriting throughout Germany. I preferred them to comparable guidelines of theGoetheUniver-
sity Frankfurt, because of their clarity and conciseness.)
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mately 90 minutes, the students drafted a research proposal of about 18 sentences
(see Appendix 1). Regarding the visual text organization, they structured their re-
search proposal into five sections, with the second and fifth sections consisting of
just one sentence each. This structure was informed by notes they drafted, in an
initial brainstorming phase, for each of the five sections.

In order to fulfill the writing task, the students had to demonstrate a certain
ability of academic text composition in French. The following table provides a
general overview of the participants and of their linguistic repertoires, at the time
of data collection (winter semester 2017/2018).

Table 1:

Subjects Linguistic repertoires

Amna Romance studies and political
science (Bachelor’s program,
B. A.), 7th semester

Swiss French11 (first language),
Moroccan Arabic (first language),
English (first foreign language),
German (second foreign
language)

Carola Moving Cultures (Master’s
program, M. A.), 1st semester

German (first language), English
(first foreign language), French
(second foreign language),
Spanish (third foreign language),
Portuguese (fourth foreign
language), Arabic (fifth foreign
language)

Maike Moving Cultures (Master’s
program, M. A.), 1st semester

German (first language), Polish
(first language), English (first
foreign language), French (second
foreign language)

Although Carola and Maike were both enrolled as first-semester students in the
Master’s program ‘Moving Cultures’, they had different focal languages: Carola’s
was French (with English as an additional language), whereas Maike’s was Eng-
lish (with French as an additional language). Amna, however, was a bachelor’s
student12 in her 7th semester with the subject combination of Romance studies and

11 The diatopic language varieties spoken by the students –which were gathered through reflex-
ive texts about language biographies and linguistic repertoires – are specified in the table.
12 As the seminar’s prioritywas tomaximize the degree of linguistic diversity of its participants, it
was open to students of different study programs (B. A., M. A., teacher training).
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political science. The three students shared the competence of English as a first
foreign language. Apart from this common resource, they were heterogenous in
terms of their first languages and in the order in which they learned additional
languages. Both Carola and Maike acquired German as a first language, whereby
Maike had an additional first-language proficiency, in Polish. Concerning the
target language of French, they showed a similar school career, where French
was introduced as a second foreign language. Amna, contrary to her interlocu-
tors, did not grow up in Germany, but in the border region of Switzerland and
France. Consequently, she had both Swiss French and, due to her family back-
ground, Moroccan Arabic as first languages. Altogether, the interaction partners
shared the competence of academic writing in French, however, this might have
been developed at different stages in their academic careers, and to different
degrees.13

With respect to my interpretative stance, I had assumed the roles of the
teacher and researcher and, consequently, scaffolded and observed the writing
interactions without actually participating in them. However, a certain experi-
ence with the writing format employed in my research, outside Goethe Univer-
sity Frankfurt (in the form of self-experiments), allowed me to gain an inside
view as to the processes of production, although I had not participated in a
setting similar to the one employed in this particular research. Having been
both an undergraduate and a graduate student at Goethe University Frankfurt,
I had a similar academic socialisation to the participants of my study and un-
derstood that the format of conversational writing interaction was unfamiliar
to them. Nevertheless, the asymmetric relationship between teacher and stu-
dents on the one hand, and between researcher and researched subjects on
the other hand, had to be kept in mind while preparing and carrying out the
seminar.14

Regarding the macro-structure15 of the conversational writing interaction of
Amna, Carola and Maike recorded for my analysis, six higher-level phases of in-
teractive writing and negotiation can be distinguished:

13 There is reason to assume that Amna’s formal register of French is more developed than could
possibly be the case with the other students (see Maas 2010 for a differentiation of the linguistic
repertoire in intimate, informal and formal registers) and that she performs dominantly during for-
mulation processes. This assumption can be confirmed in view of the fact that she takes the role of
the writer at the computer, suggesting and controlling formulations throughout the whole writing
interaction.
14 I discuss these power relations through the perspectives of role plurality and collaboration in a
paper on collaborative action research (see Stierwald, planned publication in October 2020).
15 The macro-structure results from the inventory of the conversation that was created before
transcription (see Deppermann 2008 for the steps of data preparation in CA research).
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1) Preparation and preliminary talk (0:00–4:29), approx. 4.5min
2) Brainstorming and note-taking (4:30–18:49), approx. 14min
3) Exchange on own school experiences (18:50–25:54), approx. 7min
4) Transition to writing process (25:55/first recording–2:39/second recording),

approx. 5min
5) Intense process of negotiation and formulation (2:40–53:29), approx. 51min
6) Short closing (53:30–54:59), approx. 1.5min

On the whole, the interactive writing process is structured into two parts: after a
stage of experience exchange, knowledge sharing and note-taking (phases 1 to 3),
there is a short transition (phase 4), followed by an intense process of negotiation
and formulation (phase 5), where all formulation sequences can be situated. Due
to organizational and technical circumstances, there were two recordings made
(see point 4 in the list), as the group had to change its writing space after 30
minutes of conceptual work – there was confusion regarding room reservations
with another group, thus, the audio recording and the screened video were inter-
rupted. Lasting approximately 51 minutes, the processes of negotiation and for-
mulation covered about two thirds of the total conversational writing interaction.
The method of detailed sequence analysis, as explained below, will be applied to
a collection of passages from phase 5.

3.2 Detailed sequence analysis

To begin, my analysis takes a microscopic approach that starts with a detailed
sequence analysis of one conversation passage (Deppermann 2008).16 This pas-
sage was defined as a prototypical example based on a collection of formulation
procedures with embedded repair(s)17 for the conversational writing interaction of
the three student participants.18 The example can be considered prototypical be-
cause it represents the most frequent way my participants formulated a sentence
segment for their final text, with Amna as the dominant formulator and Carola

16 In contrast, a macroscopic approach consists of analyzing thewhole conversation on the basis
of its structural components.
17 There can be one or multiple repairs inside one passage.
18 Thewhole corpus consists of 21 conversationalwriting interactions (see the explanations in the
introduction). The interaction of interest lasts for 83 minutes and comprises 35 formulation pas-
sages, 17 of which pertain to those with embedded repair(s).
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and Maike acting as supporters. The prototypical example, as well as the other
examples selected for analysis were chosen based on their naturalness. This
means that the immediately preceding and subsequent sequences to the focused
conversation passages were considered in order to discern context. Then, these
passages were analyzed according to different aspects of detailed sequence ana-
lysis, including the following (Deppermann 2008):
I. Paraphrase and description of action
II. Expression design and verbalization dynamic
III. Timing
IV. Context analysis
V. Consequence expectations
VI. Interactive consequences
VII. Sequence patterns and macro-processes

Heuristic questions are linked to each of the seven analytical sections. These are,
according to Deppermann (2008), open questions that do not prescribe theory-
driven classification categories, rather, they stimulate and systematize the mate-
rial-based search for features and coherences within conversations. These heuris-
tic questions, with which a conversation passage is analyzed according to the
principle of sequentiality, foster a certain analytic sensitivity to the description
and do not explicitly result in standardized procedural rules. It is important to
note that, only for the prototypical example, all seven heuristics were used. The
analysis of all other examples was more selective and synthetic; only three heur-
istics were used, namely, I, II and IV.19

After an analysis of the prototypical example, a hypothesis concerning the
conversation practice was deduced. This hypothesis consists of assuming that
there is a clear functional language distribution between interlocutors’ dominant
language of verbal communication inside the classroom (German) and a language
being studied and trained (French), with the first having the function of a com-
mon working language and the second playing the role of a language of formula-
tion (see language usage observed by Krafft and Dausendschön-Gay 1999, Sec-
tion 2.3). I endeavored to systematically verify the hypothesis throughout the
course of my analysis (constitution of subject) and selected additional examples
based on the collection of formulations (sampling). Strategic example selection

19 With its focus on context analysis, heuristic IV especially applies to the use of different lan-
guages within formulation passages.
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was guided by the criterion of variance of components and forms.20 Selected ex-
amples were once again systematically analyzed according to the principles of
detailed sequence analysis (analysis of subject).21 An examination of the prototy-
pical example is presented in section 3.3.1, followed by an analysis of two deviat-
ing examples in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

3.3 Different variants of embedded repair within formulation
sequences

The analysis results in three sub-collections of formulations with embedded re-
pair (for the categories of repair referred to hereinafter, see Schegloff et al. 1977):
self-initiated and self-executed repair (8 cases), other-initiated and other-exe-
cuted repair (7 cases), as well as self-initiated and other-executed repair (1 case).
In the following sections, the structures, as well as linguistic and interactional
particularities of the repair operations, will be explained by means of an exemp-
lary case that illustrates this practice clearly.22

3.3.1 Self-initiated and self-executed repair

In the first presented passage of the conversational writing interaction, the stu-
dents began to formulate the question of the research proposal based on the pre-
mise that students’ and teachers’ reflections about individual language biogra-
phies reveal advantages for the learning and teaching of languages in a school
context.

20 Deppermann (2008) defines the search for variance of components and forms as one of seven
strategies of cross-case analysis.
21 Following Deppermann (2008), a fourth step of cross-case analysis consists of a repetition of
these three steps until reaching a point of theoretical saturation. Throughout the course of analysis
of the conversational writing interaction, these steps will be repeated with the aim of generating a
conceptually dense theory (Strauss et al. 1998).
22 It should nevertheless be stressed that theoretical saturation is not yet reached and that, conse-
quently, the presented structures cannot be considered as generalizable practices (see Depper-
mann 2008 for generalizability as one quality criterion for conversation analysis). Status of certi-
tude of the results has to be checked throughout the course of a deeper analysis of this writing
interaction and using it in other writing interactions.
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Transcript 1:23

.. 69 [06:48.3] 70 [06:48.7] 71 [06:49.6]

Am [v] ich (mir) dann noch mal wieder; also haben wir gesagt–

Am [tr] well we have said

Ca [v] hmhm,

Ma [v] ja kannst du machen.

72 [06:50.7] 73 [06:52.0] 74 [06:52.5] 75 [06:54.5] 76 [06:56.1]

Am [v] (-) äh quels– (1.2) sont– les avantages,

Am [tr] (-) uh what (1.2) are the advantages

Am [nv] Quels sont les avantages

Ca [v] (.) oder avantages (.) vielleicht;

Ca [tr] (.) or advantages (.) maybe (.) or advantages
(.) maybe

77 [06:57.4] 78 [06:57.6] 79 [06:57.7] 80 [06:58.6] 81 [06:58.8] 82 [06:59.5] 83 [07:01.0] 84 [07:01.1]

Am [v] (-) <<p> (mach ich noch) +++ +++ >–

Am [tr] (-) <<p> (I will still do) +++ +++ >

Am [nv] / benefices

Ca [v] hm,

85 [07:02.3] 86 [07:02.7] 87 [07:03.9] 88 [07:04.3] 89 [07:05.1] 90 [07:05.2] 91 [07:05.6]

Am [v] bénéfices; (-) <<all> nee bénéfices is > zu wirtschaft; (.) äh

Am [tr] benefits (-) <<all> no benefits is > too economic (.) uh

Am [nv] [del: / benefices]

Ca [v] (...) ja;

23 Thepartition formatof the transcriptwas createdwithEXMARaLDA(Schmidt andWörner 2014)
and ELAN (Version 5.8) according to the transcription conventions of cGAT (see Appendix 2) and
includes the following tiers:
Am/Ca/Ma [v] = verbal expressions of the interaction partners
Am/Ca/Ma [tr] = English translation
Am [nv] =non-verbal electronicwriting ofAmna (seeAppendix 3 for self-created transcription con-
ventions for the electronic writing processes)
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.. 92 [07:07.3] 93 [07:07.9] 94 [07:08.3]

Am [v] quels sont les avantages, ((schnieft))

Am [tr] what are the advantages ((sniffles))

Am [nv] de la

Ca [v] (-) comment on

Ca [tr] (-) how can one

Ma [v] (.) ((räuspert sich))

Ma [tr] (.) ((clears her
throat))

.. 96 [07:10.7] 97 [07:11.4] 98 [07:11.9] 99 [07:12.0] 100 [07:13.8] 101 [07:14.0] 102 [07:16.8]

Am [v] de– <<pp> la >;

Am [tr] of <<p> the >

Am [nv] reflexion sur sa

Ca [v] peut profiter (.) de regarder;

Ca [tr] profit (.) from looking

Ma [v] gibt_s

Ma [tr] is there

103 [07:17.6] 104 [07:18.0] 105 [07:18.1] 106 [07:19.6] 107 [07:20.1] 108

[07:20.2]

Am [v] nein; (.)

Am [tr] no (.)

Am [nv] [del: eflexion sur sa]

Ma [v] auf französisch irgendwie so ein wort wie selbstreflek tion?

Ma [tr] in French somehow a word for self-reflection?

.. 109 [07:22.2]

Am [v] genau gibt_s_n satz; ((lacht)) <<lachend> dafür das is das problem >;

Am [tr] exactly there is a phrase ((laughs)) <<laughing> for that that is the problem >

.. 110 [07:22.7] 111 [07:24.2] 112 [07:24.4] 113 [07:25.7] 114 [07:26.7] 115 [07:26.8]

Am [v] ((lacht)) °hh ähm– <<all> quels sont les avantages de la re > flexion,

Am [tr] ((laughs)) °hh uhm <<all> what are the advantages of the reflection >

Am [nv] é flexion sur sa
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116 [07:27.7] 117 [07:29.7] 118 [07:32.4] 119 [07:32.9] 120 [07:34.4]

Am [v] (-) sur sa propre, (-) äh biographie, (.) langagière, (11.0)

Am [tr] (-) upon one’s own (-) uh language biography

Am [nv] propre biographie langagière

Ma [v] <<p> hmhm >;

121 [07:34.8] 122 [07:35.2] 123 [07:45.2] 124 [07:47.7]

Am [v] <<pp> okay; quels sont les avantages de la >– (1.5) okay;

Am [tr] <<pp> okay what are the advantages of the > (1.5) okay

Amna assumes the dominant role of the formulator by initiating and guiding the
whole formulation process in this passage. At first, she introduces her proposal
with the meta-discursive comment also haben wir gesagt ʻwell, we have saidʼ (seg-
ment 71), assigning by the pronoun wir ʻweʼ a certain responsibility for the ensu-
ing formulation draft, to the writing group. She then proceeds in a self-dictating
mode, marked by a slow rhythmization and a constant, sometimes slightly in-
creased intonation (segments 72–76). Carola supports Amna in the formulation
process by offering the lexeme avantages ʻadvantagesʼ (segment 75), which she
had already proposed in the preceding conversation passage as an alternative to
the two earlier suggested lexemes bénéfices ʻbenefitsʼ and profit. Amna takes up
this proposition, but also adds the lexeme bénéfices, marking it with the aid of the
forward slash as a further option (segments 76–85). After a short break, she starts
a repair out of self-initiative (segments 86–89). This repair operation is introduced
by the German colloquial negation nee, and executed by the repetition of the ex-
pression bénéfices, considered as inappropriate in this context, and, lastly, by its
electronic deletion accompanied by an incomplete justification is zu wirtschaft ʻis
too economicʼ. As Amna practically does not offer any alternative for bénéfices,
the repair consists of deleting rather than correcting the lexeme. One might argue
that due to the already existing alternative in the form of avantages, the interac-
tion partners see no need to think of another option. Carola approves this decision
immediately (segment 89) and Amna repeats the beginning of the sentence thus
far redacted (segment 91). After one and a half seconds, Carola offers a completely
different formulation for the question of the research proposal, changing the type
of the construction from nominal to verbal (segments 94–96). However, Amna
does not react to this suggestion and proceeds with formulation, becoming qui-
eter with her voice. Then, Maike speaks for the first time in this passage, posing
the metalinguistic question about whether there is a possible variant of Selbstre-
flexion ʻself-reflectionʼ in French (segments 102–106). By doing so, she returns to
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Carola’s oral pretext réflexion de soi-même ʻreflection of oneselfʼ, uttered at an
earlier point in the conversation. Amna interrupts her on the last syllable, reply-
ing to this question with a negation and providing the further information that
this expression would have to be paraphrased in French. She laughs when denot-
ing this fact as problematic (segments 106–110). After this, she takes up the thread
of formulation at an increased speech rate, proceeds with self-dictation and
reads, after a pause of 11 seconds, silently through the beginning of the formula-
tion, ending the passage with okay (segments 111–124).

With respect to the languages used in this passage of the conversational writ-
ing interaction, one can detect a rather functional distribution between German
and French. At the beginning, Amna makes a meta-discursive comment in Ger-
man. This follows the preceding passage of negotiation, held in German, where
the students have already problematized the lexeme bénéfices and looked for al-
ternatives (avantages, profit). Moreover, German can be considered here as a lan-
guage of metalinguistic consideration, as the semantic and structural character-
istics of French are evoked as relevant context, but not further discussed. In con-
trast to this, French is clearly the language of formulation, identifiable through
Amna’s mode of self-dictation and Carola’s suggestions (which are sometimes
framed by German particles like oder ʻorʼ and vielleicht ʻmaybeʼ, confirming the
meta-function of this language). With regard to the constitution of subject, as de-
scribed above in the analytical procedure, this hypothesis of functional language
distribution needed to be tested in a further case analysis.

3.3.2 Other-initiated and other-executed repair

After working on the question for the research proposal, the interlocutors turned
their attention to the objective of their fictional study and generated the idea that
the investigation could help to establish a new pedagogical method of language
learning.

Transcript 2:

454 [15:11.0] 455 [15:12.3] 456 [15:14.0] 457 [15:14.3] 458 [15:20.4] 459 [15:20.8] 460 [15:21.7]

Am [nv] [del: poser] met tre en question

Ca [v] °hh peut-être on peut
dire (.)

Ca [tr] °hh maybe one/we
could say
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.. 461 [15:24.6] 462 [15:24.8] 463 [15:26.8] 464 [15:27.9]

Am [nv]

Ca [v] si ça ähm– (.) si on peut utiliser ça pour, (.) ähm– (-) pour la invention

Ca [tr] (.) if this uhm (.) if one can use this for (.) uhm (-) for the invention of a

.. 465 [15:31.3] 466 [15:33.4]

Am [v] <<all, rall> un nouveau un une

Am [tr] <<all, rall> a new a a a new

Ca [v] d_une nouvelle_ähm– (-) système d_éducation langagière oder sowas;

Ca [tr] new uhm (-) system of language education or something like this

.. 467 [15:34.7] 468 [15:35.8] 469 [15:37.0] 470 [15:37.4]

Am [v] une nouvelle méthode äh pédago gique de l_enseignement >; (-)

Am [tr] pedagogical method of teaching >

Ca [v] ja (.) exactement; ouais.

Ca [tr] yes (.) exactly yeah

Ma [v] (.) hmhm, (-) hmhm–

In this example, Carola introduces the formulation, recognizable by her audible
act of inhaling and her meta-discursive comment peut-être on peut dire ʻmaybe
one/we could sayʼ (segment 460). Her presentation of the formulation is marked
by pauses and signals of hesitation ähm, which indicates that she is thinking
aloud while formulating (segments 460–466). Before finishing her proposition,
Amna anticipates Carola’s idea and cuts her off (segment 466). While Carola was
willing to keep her right to speak by holding her pitch course constant or by
slightly raising her voice at the end of an intonation phrase, she shows herself
ready to hand over this right to Amna, recognizable by her falling intonation and
abrupt closing oder sowas ʻor something like thatʼ (segment 466). Amna inter-
venes in an increased speech rate, initiating and executing a repair (segments
466–468). This operation is neither introduced by a previous check-back, nor does
it have any follow-up elements. The repair is instead uttered immediately with a
light hesitation, noticeable by the switch from nouveau ‘new (m)’ to nouvelle ‘new
(f)’ and the repetition of the indefinite article. It further consists of a specification:
the new system of language education becomes a new pedagogical method24 of

24 In the final text product (see Appendix 1), the phrase une autre approche pédagogique dans
l'apprentissage des langues étrangères ‘another pedagogical approach in foreign language learn-
ing’ appears instead of the versiondeveloped in this passage amodificationmade at a later point of
the process by the interaction partners.
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teaching, so that the statement is shifted from a macro- to a meso-level. Even be-
fore Amna finishes her alternative draft, Carola and Maike interrupt her by expres-
sing their consent to it (segment 468–469).

Here, a functional distribution between the languages is not as evident as in
the first example. Apart from some hesitation markers ähm and the particle of
consent ja, Carola solely draws upon French: she introduces her formulation with
a French meta-discursive comment (in contrast to Amna’s German meta-comment
in the first passage), expresses the formulation in the target language and also
expresses her consent in French exactement, ouais ‘exactly, yeah’. Consequently,
French can be considered to be the language of formulation and process organi-
zation. As a counterargument to this supposed organizational and meta-discur-
sive function of French, one might argue that social and cooperative aspects
could play a decisive role in the use of this language. Nevertheless, French keeps
its function as language of the repair.

3.3.3 Self-initiated and other-executed repair

At an even later stage in the writing process, the three interaction partners worked
on formulating some methodological considerations concerning the temporal
frame of the fictional study.

Transcript 3:

1123 [32:15.0] 1124 [32:24.9] 1125 [32:25.1]

Am [v] öh zeit und,

Am [tr] eh time and

Am [nv] , [del: ,] , cettr [del: r] e methode a besoin de temps

1126 [32:26.3] 1127 [32:28.6]

Ca [v] (1.2) man braucht_n prozess– (-) also on peut pas f\ le faire dans une semaine–

Ca [tr] (1.2) one needs a process (-) well one can’t do it in one week

.. 1128 [32:31.6] 1129 [32:33.8] 1130 [32:35.3]

Ca [v] (-) mais le cadre c_est– (-) pour être plus longue– (1.2) comme une_ähm;

Ca [tr] (-) but the frame is (-) for being longer (1.2) like an uhm
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1131 [32:38.2] 1132 [32:40.2] 1133 [32:41.6]

Am [v] also néanmoins cette

Am [tr] well nevertheless this

Am [nv] [del: cela permettra (...) les professeurs.]

Ca [v] (1.8) ((schnalzt)) <<p> comment on dit ça ähm >–

Ca [tr] (1.8) ((clicks)) <<p> how do you say this uhm >

1134 [32:42.2] 1135 [32:43.3] 1136 [32:44.3] 1137 [32:45.0] 1138 [32:46.3] 1139 [32:47.0]

Am [v] méthode– (-) a besoin– (1.2) de temps,

Am [tr] method (-) needs (1.2) time

Am [nv] ↑[methode] [mod: methode > méthode]

Ca [v] (-)

.. 1140 [32:47.8] 1141 [32:48.1] 1142 [32:50.8] 1143 [32:50.8] 1144 [32:52.4]

Am [v] (-) besoin de– (-) a besoin d_un

Am [tr] (-) needs (-) needs an

Am [nv] →[temps] [del: ps]

Ca [v] hmhm– (1.3) pour évalouer25 aussi?

Ca [tr] (1.3) in order to evaluate as well?

.. 1145 [32:54.9] 1146 [32:55.0] 1147 [32:55.8] 1148 [32:56.5] 1149 [32:57.5] 1150 [32:57.7] 1151 [33:00.5]

Am [v] temps d_évaluation,

Am [tr] evaluation time

Am [nv] [del: de tem] d’un temps d’

Ca [v] (1.2) oui; pour établir ce système et

Ca [tr] (1.2) yes in order to establish the system

.. 1152 [33:00.9] 1153 [33:00.9] 1154 [33:02.6] 1155 [33:04.4] 1156 [33:04.5]

Am [nv] [del: d’un temps d’]

Ca [v] äh_après pour évalouer– (-) <<p, t> öhm >– le (succès) (-)

Ca [tr] and uh then in order to
evaluate

the (success) (-)

25 This spelling is intentional in order to reflect the specific pronunciation of the speaker.
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.. 1157 [33:04.7] 1158 [33:06.6] 1159 [33:07.6] 1160 [33:09.3] 1161 [33:10.9]

Am [v] (afin) d_établir un système de

Am [tr] (in order) to establish a system

Am [nv] de temps, afin d 'établir un systeme

Ca [v] pour les
problèmes;

Ca [tr] for the problems

.. 1162 [33:12.8] 1163 [33:13.8] 1164 [33:14.8] 1165 [33:15.8] 1166 [33:18.0]

Am [v] quoi;

Am [tr] of what

Am [nv]

Ca [v] le système de ähm– ähm biographique äh donc– de

Ca [tr] the system of uhm uhm biographical uh thus of

.. 1167 [33:20.8]

Ca [v] travailler avec les biographiques langagières– (-) comme (-) méthode de

Ca [tr] working with the language biographies (-) as (-) method of teaching

.. 1168 [33:23.7] 1169 [33:25.0] 1170 [33:26.6]

Am [nv] de travail en rapport au biograü [del: ü] phie

Ca [v] didactique,

Ca [tr]

After Amna’s invitation to Carola to continue with formulation (segment 1125), the
latter resumes the role of the formulator and repeats her idea of the processual
character (segments 1126–1132). While doing so, she hesitates in search of the ap-
propriate wording in French so that her way of speech shifts from a conceptually
literate point to a rather conceptually oral point within the continuum (see Koch
and Oesterreicher 2011), recognizable by colloquial turns such as man braucht_n
ʻone needs aʼ or on peut pas f\ le faire dans une semaine ʻone can’t do it in one
weekʼ. In addition to that, she clicks her tongue and makes a meta-discursive
comment comment on dit ça ähm while quarrying for a suitable expression or
paraphrase for the large time requirement of the study. The fact that she becomes
quieter could indicate her readiness to hand over the right of speech. In direct
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reaction to this, Amna reads aloud the beginning of the sentence redacted thus far
(segments 1133–1137). Her short pauses can thereby be related to her act of cor-
recting the accenting (textually) of the word méthode. Her high-pitched voice at
the end of the intonation phrase could be interpreted as another prompt for Carola
to proceed with formulation. According to this expectation, Carola elaborates on
the sentence, ending the intonation phrase with a high-rising pitch and, in this
way, requesting Amna to control or repair her formulation proposal (segments
1140–1141). Amna acts correspondingly and executes a repair by transforming the
verbal construction pour évalouer ʻin order to evaluateʼ into the nominal construc-
tion un temps d’évaluation ʻan evaluation timeʼ and, thus, changes the meaning of
the sentence through the integration of the new information: cette méthode a be-
soin de temps ʻthis method needs timeʼ becomes cette méthode a besoin d’un temps
d’évaluation ʻthis method needs an evaluation periodʼ. Nevertheless, she undoes
this wording again in response to Carola’s further elaboration of the sentence, as
can be perceived in the subsequent segments (1149–1153). The fact that the repair
does not occur or affect formulation in the final text product, unlike in the first
two examples, limits its scope for the ensuing writing process.

Regarding language use, the functional borders between German and French
become blurred again. Carola begins her conceptual considerations in German
but switches quickly after the structural particle also ʻwellʼ over to French in order
to negotiate the content. Strictly speaking, her expressions do not represent a
conceptually literate formulation, but rather a conceptually oral pre-text. Like-
wise, she makes the meta-comment comment on dit ça ähm to indicate her reflec-
tion process in French. However, French keeps its clear function as the language
of formulation and repair in this passage of the conversational writing interac-
tion, identifiable by Amna’s and Carola’s turns. The closing considerations (seg-
ments 1149–1167), which ultimately lead to the annulment of the repair, serve in
content negotiation and are uttered (by Carola and Amna) in French, however.

3.4 Summary of findings

For a preliminary typology of formulation procedures with embedded repair(s),
one can differentiate a repair operation according to: a) involved actors; b) func-
tions for the ongoing writing process and/or the writing product; as well as c)
their occurrence in the final text. While in the first two examples, repair is in-
itiated and executed by Amna, who controls writing on the computer, in the last
example, it is initiated by the co-author Carola, but is nevertheless still executed
by Amna. This fosters the dominant role of the person who is actually in charge of
writing down the formulations. Furthermore, one can detect the following proce-
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dures and related functions in the repair operations (see Schegloff 1977 for seven
procedures of repair): a withdrawal with justification implying exclusion of a lex-
eme for the further writing process (3.3.1), a replacement leading to increased
precision of formulation in the target text (3.3.2), and a search that indicates an
ongoing process for finding an appropriate formulation in the interaction (3.3.3).
With regards to occurrence of repair in the final text, there are different repercus-
sions on the writing product. For the first two examples, one can claim that the
repair operation leaves a visible trace in the final text, though rather indirectly –
in the first example (3.3.1), through lexeme deletion. On the contrary, the repair
does not appear in the final text in the third example (3.3.3) and thus, represents
an intermediate status of the sentence within the emergent writing product.

Moreover, the hypothesis of functional language distribution between Ger-
man as a common working language and French as language of formulation, as
proposed in the last paragraph of section 3.2, can be refuted. The heterogenous
linguistic repertoires of the participants in this particular study generate more
complex developments. Indeed, German is used for a range of organizational ac-
tivities, expressed by discourse, consent or formulation markers, by meta-discur-
sive comments and metalinguistic, as well as conceptual considerations (pre-
texts) while French is used for suggestions of formulation, repair and self-dicta-
tion. However, the usage of French expands to more activities. The participants
(mostly Carola) use French for conceptual considerations and meta-discursive
comments (that resemble thinking aloud processes), as well as for consent mar-
kers. In this regard, there is an interesting pattern in Carola’s propositions in Tran-
script 2, segment 468 and in Transcript 3, segment 1127 where she opens her turn
in German and just then switches (back) to French. Here, it would be important to
look for similar language patterns in this (and other) writing interaction(s of the
corpus), as this could offer further insight into language use on a micro-level.
Overall, the findings obtained throughout the iterative course of analysis (consti-
tution of subject, sampling, analysis of subject) in this single interaction, high-
light the differentiation of the functional uses of language. In a future analytical
step, I will examine these insights within the context of the corpus to see if any
further discernments can be perceived.

4 Concluding remarks

The first aim of this paper was to create a preliminary typology of repair opera-
tions within the setting of multilingual and conversational writing interaction.
The differentiation examined in three variants reveals revealing insights into for-
mulation and repair procedures undertaken in a writing group of three students.
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Nevertheless, this typology must be further developed with a view to other writing
interactions of the corpus, which are similar in their basic frameworks and pre-
conditions, but slightly different concerning the number of participants and their
respective linguistic repertoires. A typology is normally developed on the basis of
a larger sample and already contains a few illustrative types for the examined
subject. However, I decided to create a typology for the relatively small sample of
formulation passages within one conversational writing interaction because it
would establish an analytical point of departure (not to be confused with an ana-
lytical template) in order to structure the data material and to define analytically
relevant axes. A second aim consisted of analyzing the actual language use of
participants and the functions of this usage. In this regard, a bilingual mode
could be detected on the data surface, with German and French revealing differ-
ent functions for the working and formulation process. Unlike the findings of
Krafft and Dausendschön-Gay (1999), the functional language distribution seems
to be more complex insofar as French, the language being studied and trained, is
not exclusively the language of formulation, but also of content negotiation, or-
ganization and meta-commentary. Nevertheless, the formulation practice per se,
including the different variants of repair, was never undertaken in German nor in
any other language of my participants’ language repertoires. In this sense, French
kept its predominant function as the language of formulation and repair in this
exercise of writing interaction.

Given the didactic format of the seminar, which was specifically designed in
order to foster an active usage of languages from one’s own linguistic repertoire,
as well as a reflection upon usage, there emerged some significant questions for
further consideration. Why did the students not make use of any other (shared)
linguistic resources while negotiating and writing together? Alternatively, how
would it have been beneficial to use additional languages that are neither part of
the normal communication mode between the participants nor a component of
the writing task? Could a greater plurilingual behavior during the writing inter-
action have increased metalinguistic awareness and language transfer (for the
concept of language transfer, see Cummins 2008; Odlin 2013; Haim 2015)26 and,
consequently, have enhanced an elaboration of formal registers across lan-
guages?

Regarding the functional distribution of the languages, it appears obvious
that the students did not draw on additional linguistic resources because of their

26 Canagarajah (2011) regards practices of codemeshing as an act of creativity and awillingness to
experiment that can enrich academic writing. Nevertheless, it is necessary to investigate whether
his observations, based on students’ essays on their literacy development, are also valid for the
examined text genres of the present study.
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lack of specific functionality. If they had discerned an added value in the usage of
any additional language, they would have likely been more inclined to apply the
resources connected to that language. Based on these considerations and taking
into account the idea that functions of language use are not predefined but are
rather emergent and dynamic in the context of a conversational writing interac-
tion, bi-plurilingual formulation practices have to be further analyzed and differ-
entiated. Moreover, it would be impactful to examine the transition from oral ne-
gotiations of formulations to their written realizations in order to understand the
micro-procedures of formulation at a textual level. Which elements of oral com-
munication do interlocutors incorporate into their text, and what kinds of reduc-
tion do they undertake? What criteria contribute to the success or acceptance of
an oral repair operation? Considering seminar formats within the field of higher
education, there is also incentive to reflect upon the potential of the studied for-
mulation procedures for writing strategies in philological disciplines.
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Appendix 1: Text product of conversational writing interaction27

Biographie langagière dans les écoles

Le thème de notre recherche se focalise sur la biographie langagière dans les écoles, plus
précisément auprès des élèves et des professeurs. Nous allons donc nous demander :

Quels sont les avantages de la réflexion des élèves et des professeurs sur leur propre
biographie langagière par rapport à l’apprentissage et l’enseignement des langues étrangères ?

L’intérêt de cette recherche est de pousser les élèves ainsi que les professeurs à se mettre en
question, afin de pouvoir établir une autre approche pédagogique dans l’apprentissage des
langues étrangères. Il reviendrait ici à se poser la question de comment pourrions nous faciliter
l’apprentissage d’autres langues par le biais de nos langues « biologiques » ?
Le but de ce travail est de pouvoir motiver les élèves à avoir une meilleure approche avec les
langues étrangères, dans le cas de l’apprentissage. En ce qui concerne les élèves ayant une
origine étrangère, cela leur permettra d’autant plus de leur prouver que le fait de parler une
autre langue à la maison n’est pas qu’un désavantage.

De plus, cette méthode améliora la compréhension mutuelle entre les élèves et les professeurs.
Néanmoins, cette méthode à besoin de temps. Tout d’abord il faudra se demander dans la
première observation de la recherche : Quel type de classe (langue d’enseignement, tranche
d’âge niveau de langue) ainsi que le nombre de classe. Il faudra par la suite aussi déterminer la
durée. À travers cette première observation, il faudra donc déterminer le concept de la
biographie langagière avec l’aide des interviews que l’on aura fait. Le concept sera par la suite
établi et pratiquer dans les « classes expérimentales » durant une demi-année. Après que cette
demi- année se soit écoulée. Nous procéderons à de nouvelles interviews des professeurs et des
élèves. Nous prendrons également en considération la comparaison des notes avant et après
l’expérience.

En conclusion, nous pouvons à travers les résultats déterminer si ce concept à porter ses fruits.

27 No changesweremade to the original text product of the students. Only the sentence segments
the students were working on during the presented passages are highlighted in yellow.
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Appendix 2: Transcription conventions for the conversation (minimal transcript according to cGAT)

Transcription sign Significance

Literary transcription (no capital letters, no
apostrophes, no hyphens, but: diacritics)

Words

äh ähm Hesitation signals, so-called “filled pauses”

hm Monosyllabic reception signals

hmhm
mhmh

Disyllabic reception signals

ja
ne, no

Forerun and follow-up elements

hab_s
gibt_s

Slurring between words

+++
++++++

One or two incomprehensible syllables

(...) Incomprehensible passage without further
information

(richtig?) Assumed wording

(joa/so) Alternative variants

(.) Micro-pause up to 0.2 seconds

(-) Pause of 0.2–1.0 seconds

(1.5), (2.0) etc. Measured pause of more than 1.0 second

°h °hh °hhh
h° hh° hhh°

Audible inhalation and exhalation

<<t> > deep-pitched voice
<<h> > high-pitched voice

Change of tone pitch

<<f> > forte, loud
<<ff> > fortissimo, very loud
<<p> > piano, quiet
<<pp> > pianissimo, very quiet
<<all> > allegro, quick
<<len> > lento, slow
<<cresc> > crescendo, becoming louder
<<dim> > diminuendo, becoming quieter
<<acc> > accelerando, becoming quicker
<<rall> > rallentando, becoming slower

Change of volume and speaking rate, with
extension

<<laughing> > *Particles of laughter in speech, with extension

((laughs)) Description of laughter
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((coughs))
((sighs))
((moans))

Para- and extra-linguistic actions and events

? high rise
, medium rise
– constant
; medium fall
. deep fall

*Movement of tone pitch at the end of an
intonation phrase

*Elements of the basic transcript

Appendix 3: Transcription conventions for the electronic writing processes

Transcription sign Significance

ABC
abc
?%&

Typewritten letters and signs

↓ Enter, new paragraph

↑ Upward movement

↑[XY]
↓[XY]
→[XY]
←[XY]

Jump to point XY

[del: ] Deletion of letters and signs

[cop: ]
[cop: langagière]
[cop: La biographie (...) élèves.]

Copying of letters and signs

[cut: ]
[cut: langagière]
[cut: La biographie (...) élèves.]

Cutting of letters and signs

[ins: ]
[ins: langagière]
[ins: La biographie (...) élèves.]

Insertion of letters and signs

[mod: XY > YZ] Modification of letters and signs

[form: ] Format change of letters and signs
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